
Name__________________________________________________ Period_______________ Date_____________   A 

Making Inferences 

1. Learning Target: I can make __________________ based on _________________ from the text and my personal 
______________________. 
2. What are inferences? 
 

Evidence/Clues from the text + Personal Knowledge/Experience  = Inference  
 

 
 

 
3. Directions: You will receive three quotes and questions from the story _____________________________. Read the text in the 
evidence box. Write your personal knowledge. Then, make an inference by combining what the text says and what you know. 
Evidence from the text Personal Knowledge My Inference 
p. 453 “The time was barely 10 o’clock at night, 
but chilly gusts of wind with a taste of rain in them 
had well nigh depeopled the streets.” 

I know that people don’t like to be outside late 
at night, or when there’s bad weather! 

I can infer that the reason the policeman is alone on the 
streets is that people have gone inside due to the cold 
weather and time of day. 

p. 454 “The man in the doorway struck a match 
and lit his cigar. The light showed a pale, square-
jawed face with keen eyes, and a little white scar 
near his right eyebrow.” 

I know that I can infer that 

p. 457 “Bless my heart!” exclaimed the new 
arrival... “It’s Bob, sure as fate. I was certain I’d find 
you here if you were still in existence…twenty 
years is a long time. The old restaurant’s gone.” 

I know that I can infer that 

p. 457 At the corner stood a drug store, brilliant 
with electric lights. When they came into this glare 
each of them turned simultaneously to gaze upon 
the other’s face. “You’re not Jimmy Wells!” 

I know that I can infer that 



Name__________________________________________________ Period_______________ Date_____________    B 

Making Inferences 

1. Learning Target: I can make __________________ based on _________________ from the text and my personal 
______________________. 
2. What are inferences? 
 

Evidence/Clues from the text + Personal Knowledge/Experience  = Inference  
 

 
 

 
3. Directions: You will receive three quotes and questions from the story _____________________________. Read the text in the 
evidence box. Write your personal knowledge. Then, make an inference by combining what the text says and what you know. 
Evidence from the text Personal Knowledge My Inference 
p. 453 “The time was barely 10 o’clock at night, 
but chilly gusts of wind with a taste of rain in them 
had well nigh depeopled the streets.” 

I know that people don’t like to be outside late 
at night, or when there’s bad weather! 

I can infer that the reason the policeman is alone on the 
streets is that people have gone inside due to the cold 
weather and time of day. 

p. 453 “It’s all right, officer,” he said, reassuringly. 
“I’m just waiting for a friend. It’s an appointment 
made twenty years ago. Sounds a little funny to 
you, doesn’t it? Well, I’ll explain if you’d like to 
make certain it’s straight.” 

I know that I can infer that 

p. 456 The waiting man pulled out a handsome 
watch, the lids of it set with small diamonds. 
“Three minutes to ten,” he announced. “Did pretty 
well out West, didn’t you?” asked the policeman. 

I know that I can infer that 

p. 457 “It sometimes changes a good man into a 
bad one,” said the tall man. “You’ve been under 
arrest for ten minutes, ‘Silky’ Bob.” 

I know that I can infer that 



Name__________________________________________________ Period_______________ Date_____________ C 

Making Inferences  

1. Learning Target: I can make __________________ based on _________________ from the text and my personal 
______________________. 
2. What are inferences? 
 

Evidence/Clues from the text + Personal Knowledge/Experience  = Inference  
 

 
 

 
3. Directions: You will receive three quotes and questions from the story _____________________________. Read the text in the 
evidence box. Write your personal knowledge. Then, make an inference by combining what the text says and what you know. 
Evidence from the text Personal Knowledge My Inference 
p. 453 “The time was barely 10 o’clock at night, 
but chilly gusts of wind with a taste of rain in them 
had well nigh depeopled the streets.” 

I know that people don’t like to be outside late 
at night, or when there’s bad weather! 

I can infer that the reason the policeman is alone on the 
streets is that people have gone inside due to the cold 
weather and time of day. 

p. 454  
“His scarfpin was a large diamond, oddly set.” 
 

I know that I can infer that 

p. 457 “You’ve changed lots, Jimmy. I never 
thought you were so tall by two or three inches.” 
“Oh, I grew a bit after I was twenty.” 

I know that I can infer that 

p. 458 “The man from the West unfolded the little 
piece of paper handed him. His hand was steady 
when he began to read but it trembled a little by 
the time he had finished. The note was short.” 

I know that I can infer that 

 



A Question Guide 

Directions: Read the questions to help you make a final inference. 

 

 

p. 454 “The man in the doorway struck a match and lit his cigar. The light showed a pale, square-jawed face with keen 

eyes, and a little white scar near his right eyebrow.” 

1. The policeman sees Bob’s face for the first time. Why is the description of Bob’s face so important? 

 

 

p. 457 “Bless my heart!” exclaimed the new arrival... “It’s Bob, sure as fate. I was certain I’d find you here if you were still in 

existence…twenty years is a long time. The old restaurant’s gone.” 

2. The tall gentleman knows all of these facts about Jimmy and Bob’s friendship. Why is that important? 

 

 

p. 457 At the corner stood a drug store, brilliant with electric lights. When they came into this glare each of them turned 

simultaneously to gaze upon the other’s face. “You’re not Jimmy Wells!” 

3. This scene is where the tall gentleman and Bob finally see each other. Why is it important? 

 

 

 

 

 



B Question Guide 

Directions: Read the questions to help you make a final inference. 

 

 

 

p. 453 “It’s all right, officer,” he said, reassuringly. “I’m just waiting for a friend. It’s an appointment made twenty years ago. Sounds a 

little funny to you, doesn’t it? Well, I’ll explain if you’d like to make certain it’s straight.” 

1. When the policeman walks by, Bob immediately starts to explain himself. Why is this important? 

 

 

p. 456 The waiting man pulled out a handsome watch, the lids of it set with small diamonds. “Three minutes to ten,” he announced. 

“Did pretty well out West, didn’t you?” asked the policeman. 

2. The policeman sees Bob’s watch and asks if he did well out West. Why is this important? 

 

 

p. 457 “It sometimes changes a good man into a bad one,” said the tall man. “You’ve been under arrest for ten minutes, ‘Silky’ Bob.” 

3. The tall man accuses Bob and calls him “Silky” Bob. Why is this important? 

 

 

 

 



C Question Guide 

Directions: Read the questions to help you make a final inference. 

 

 

 

p. 454  

“His scarfpin was a large diamond, oddly set.” 

1. O. Henry takes care to describe the diamond as “oddly set.” Why is this important? 

 

 

p. 457 “You’ve changed lots, Jimmy. I never thought you were so tall by two or three inches.” “Oh, I grew a bit after I was twenty.” 

2. Bob notices that Jimmy seems taller than he remembers. Why is this important? 

 

 

p. 458 “The man from the West unfolded the little piece of paper handed him. His hand was steady when he began to read but it 

trembled a little by the time he had finished. The note was short.” 

3. Bob opens the letter, and his hands shake as he reads. Why is this important? 

 

 

 

 

 



Teacher’s Guide 

In the previous day’s lesson, students read “After Twenty Years” and practiced looking for foreshadowing, clues that led 

them to find out that 1. the policeman was actually Jimmy Wells and 2. Bob was a criminal. 

 

Link: For the warm up, students practiced watching a video, deciding what the clip was foreshadowing, and what 

evidence led them to infer that. 

 

Engage: As a class, we finished filling out our Foreshadowing Map from yesterday. This map allowed us to find the clues that 

O. Henry left for us in “After Twenty Years.” Next, we moved on to digging deeper into the text. After we found the clues, we 

went over how to make inferences, and made an inference together as a class, using the “Making Inferences” sheet 

above. 

 

Active: Students were split up into three, differentiated groups A, B, and C. Some groups will receive highly guided 

instruction while filling out the chart. Others may need less guidance and will come quickly to conclusions on their own.  

Options: 1. A, B, and C group Question Guides are available to assist groups if not enough teachers are present to provide 

“Guiding Questions”. 2. If extra time is available, have students “meet up” with other members to share out quotes and 

inferences made. Groups of 3, one member from A, B, and C. 

 

Reflect: Students will complete an 8 multiple-choice question practice sheet, which features inference-based test questions. 

(Students may complete one side, or both.) At the bottom of the sheet, students self-assess their ability and confidence 

level when making inferences. (FYI: I added this in marker before creating copies.) 

 

Now and Then: What foreshadowing do you see in your life, in movies, on TV? What inferences do you make based on the 

foreshadowing that you see? 

Any questions? Email haochman@fcps.edu. 

file:///C:/Users/haochman/Desktop/Unit%205/Foreshadowing%20&%20After%20Twenty%20Years/Foreshadowing%20Warm%20Up.docx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHgSGfTZzVk
file:///C:/Users/haochman/Desktop/Unit%205/Foreshadowing%20&%20After%20Twenty%20Years/ForeshadowingMap.pdf
file:///C:/Users/haochman/Desktop/Unit%205/Inferences/InferencesPracticePage.pdf
mailto:haochman@fcps.edu

